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► Moa, as with all the large
ratites, had very small heads
in relation to their body size;
much smaller than the heads
of “normal” birds. Moa skulls
are unique in another ways,
too. The attachment to the
back-bone and spinal cord
is at the back of the head,
not underneath, the brain
is nearly horizontal. The
forebrain is between the
eyes, whereas in other
birds, including ostriches,
the brain is behind the
eyes, which are separated by just
a thin plate of bone. Giant moa skulls like this
one are broad and “ﬂattened”, with the eyes set far apart .
Occupying only about half the width of the socket, the eyes would have
seemed rather small in relation to the size of the head. In contrast, the bony structure
between the brain and the nostrils suggests that moa had a good sense of smell. The bill is arched,
and its edges are like shears, easily able to cut through the wiry stems of New Zealand’s many small-leaved
shrubs. Photograph: Rod Morris.
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▲ The bill of Euryapteryx curtus was broad and
rounded and that of its near relative Emeus crassus
was similar. The perforations in the bone are for blood
vessels that nourished the horny sheath. Unlike the
rather “ﬂabby” bills of ostriches, emus, rheas, and
cassowaries, where the bones of the jaw are rounded
in section and the bills can grasp and pull but not cut,
moa mandibles were deep and strong beams, able
to generate a powerful bite. The strength of the moa
bite was assisted by the upper part of the bill being
attached rigidly to the rest of the skull; the upper jaw
could not be raised as the lower drops, as in other
birds. Photograph: Rod Morris.

▲ Whereas the skull of a Euraypteryx moa was
rounded and its bill blunt, the rarer Pachyornis
elephantopus and its high altitude relative P. australis
both had narrow skulls and pointed bills. The bones
of a chick in the remains of its egg found in Otago
in the 19th century showed that the pointed bill was
present even in embryos. P. elephantopus was
the largest, and in most places, the rarest of the
moa of the family Emeidae. Its relative rarity and
the shape of the bill suggest that the species was
more specialised in its diet. Bones of P. australis are
known from Canterbury but from the time of the most
recent (Otiran) glaciation. Photograph: Rod Morris.
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Packed with Rod Morris’s stunning images of New Zealand’s lost birds.
Ideal for reference, school projects, as a gift, or for your coffee table.
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plus $6.50 p & p (within New Zealand)
NZ$15.00 each, GST
incl. Pinclusive,
& P, GST inclusive

Name: ....................................................................................................
Postal address: .......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
Post to: Palaecol Research Ltd., P.O. Box 16569, Hornby, Christchurch 8042, New Zealand
OR:
Email your order to turnagra@gmail.com subject line “Pyramid Valley book order”
Email for P & P for group orders
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Cheque, enclosed, payable to Palaecol Research Ltd
Direct credit, to Palaecol Research, Westpac 03 0830 0415416-00 Include your name and “PV”
NZ and international customers - by Paypal on email invoice.
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